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Machine vision measurement technology, a new non-contact measurement 
technology in recent years, with the advantages of high precision, speed, advanced 
technology, has been widely used in robotics, automatic control, precision instruments 
and other engineering fields.  
High precision attitude measurement for moving objects, pose parameters 
measurement studies based on machine-vision has an importantly significant and 
applicable value. Machine vision attitude measurement technology explored for d 
suspended moving objects and rotary moving objects, was applied to acquire 
suspended aircraft model pose based on monocular vision and wheel alignment 
parameters on binocular vision, especially four wheel alignments technology has been 
productized . The main work and achievements are as follows: 
First, pose measurement theory of dynamic objects is studied. three kinds’ 
rotation matrixes of rigid motion is given combining with the characteristics of 
moving objects, Combination of camera model, linear and nonlinear mathematical 
model is elaborated to solve the posture of plane or space objects; Binocular 
calibration is also given to solve occlusion issues in the application because of object 
complex structure, these theory laid a theoretically mathematical foundation for this 
paper. 
Secondly， In the pose measurement of suspended aircraft model, relative 
principal are respectively expounded based on monocular vision. Feature points’ 
arrangement and matching is described in detail to improve calculating accuracy and 
process stability. Three kinds of image processing methods to quickly recognize 
points region was compared, and then the measuring program was designed.  
Thirdly, In the wheel alignment parameters of car, measuring theory was deeply 
studied, combined wheel geometrical model, calculation method of normal vector of 
wheel plane and coordinates was introduced. Considering the error from target plate 















measurement, target plates installation error calibration and the motion compensation 
method was put forward to, and the corresponding theoretical analysis and 
mathematical formula was also given in detail, finally designs the positioning 
parameters of the measurement procedures. 
At last, aircraft model posture measurement system based monocular vision 
and wheel alignment parameters measurement system based on binocular-vision  are  
established , validation experiment are also carried out respectively. The result shows 
that aircraft model posture measurement system and the wheel alignment system both 
are meet the requirements of measurement accuracy on moving target. It is shown that 
the proposed pose measuring method is valid and effective. The research achievement 
of this paper can be applied in other measurement of moving objects. 
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